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INTRODUCTION
We observe the steady state solution of a p order differenee equation in the presence of additive noise. The deterministic input sequence is at our disposal, up to an unknown gain. Corresponding to a superposition of sinusoidal inputs, we exhibit an estimate of the p + 1 parameters having the following properties.
(i) On-line computation of the estimates can be done recursively in the incoming data by operations which entail only first-order storage requirements, (ii) As the observation time increases to infinity the estimate is strongly consistent under very weak conditions on the noise process, which include stationarity but not the existence of a power spectrum, (iii) The standardized estimates tend to joint normality with a covariance matrix which is relatively easy to calculate when the noise is white. If, in addition, the noise is Gaussian, the estimate has minimal (generalized) variance.
The initial step is "naive" least squares, i.e. solving normal equations (and hence (i)). Simple instantaneous nonlinear operations are then performed on the least squares solution. The result is mapped by a fixed matrix into the estimate of the ratio of coefficients to gain.
THE MODEL AND ESTIMATE
Corresponding to a given deterministic sequence {u }, let {x } satisfy x =0,x +---+Ö x + Ku (t = ... f -1,0, 1,...) t 1 t-1 p t-p t for some input gain K f 0. We will assume stability, i.e. that the p roots of the characteristic equation AP-öAP" 1 0 = 0 1 p are each in modulus less than unity. We will also assume, but only for the sake of simplicity, that the roots are distinct.
We observe y t =x t + £ t (t = l,2, ...,n, ...), where {t, } is some zero mean stochastic process, and suppose that the regression sequence was arbitrarily initialized in the remote past. In statistical terminology we are faced with a particular nonlinear regression problem:
is known up to the values of p + 1 parameters to be estimated.
The input. To estimate K and 0 , . . ., 0 we distinguish between odd and even values of p+ 1, and accordingly take for the input
The angular frequencies 0 < a; 1 <
< OJ < 7T
are to be chosen. Thus, the input is 1/^2 when p = 0, giving the constant regression K/\/2 for the trivial case of no 0's. The input is 1/^2 + (-1) /sfl when p=l, l/\l2 + cos cot when p= 2, and so on. 1 We present the estimation procedure for an even number of parameters. After doing so, we indicate the modifications to be made for an odd number, as well as for the case when the gain is known. Thus, in what follows, p + 1 = 2q + 2 for some integer q ^ 0.
Step 1. Choose q distinct frequencies interior to (0, n), and define 
^2
for t = 1, 2,..., n with n > p. Define matrices H = [h,,...,h 1 B =(H H' )' n 1 n n n n where prime denotes transposition. Let y be the column vector of the first n observations y.,... ,y , and let 1 n w = B H y . n n n n It is known that successive vectors so defined (the solutions of normal equations for increasing sample size) satisfy the difference equation
where the gain vectors can be computed recursively without matrix inversions. We are not interested in the details of such computations -only that they can be done.
Step 2. At each n, then, we have a (p+1) -vector whose components (for reasons which will become clear) we label as
From it we compute a new vector
by means of the relations
These hold for j =0,1,..., q, q+1 with b^ = b^ = 0.
Step 3 This matrix is nonsingular, and we can compute
Step 4. The estimate of K based on the first n observations is Vy n » and that of 9 is -v /y (k= 1, 2 p). If the original system is rewritten
and it is the y's which are to be estimated, then the procedure terminates with Step 3.
Odd number of parameters. The matrix S" M is orthogonal, so it is any easy matter to solve the equations in
Step 3. We get for k = 0, l,...,p
For p + 1 = 2q+l the last term is dropped.
Known input gain. When K is known, we replace the input u by u /K and everywhere read p for p + 1. In
Step 3 the first column of M is deleted, and the estimate of 9. is the k component of -M ijj (k = 1, 2,. .. , p), i.e. y n = 1. k n 0
THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE ESTIMATES
The following two lemmas preceding the theorems of interest contain known results, and are included only to make the report self-contained. Proofs of the lemmas and theorems are given in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5 respectively. 
with p + 1 even or odd as the case may be. Then
P{lim 0 = 0} = 1 n n for any distinct interior points w w of (0,•n) and any 0 mean stochastic process {£ } for which
ash-*« for some e > 0.
Theorem 2. Let {| } be a sequence of independent zero mean random variables with common variance a , and suppose sup Q |£ | <°° for some ö > 0. Choose 0=o; 0 <a; 1 <-.. < co q < w q+1 = ir, which are otherwise unrestricted.
(a) The (p + l)-vector Vn(y -y) has a large sample normal distribution about the origin with covariance matrix, for p + 1 = 2q+ 2 even,
M is given in Step 3, and the entries of P are 
Each of the factors K p. depends only on the 0's, and is no larger than 4 .
Confidence intervals free of unknowns. We can consistently estimate p. by
' '*?>)+( §> resulting from Step 1. Letting P be the diagonal matrix [ p , p , p p , p -P +^ 1.
the vector of p + 1 = 2q + 2 random variables
;y t -h t > n ; 2 has a standardized multivariate normal distribution in large samples.
Again, it is only necessary to delete all terms involving p when q I 1 p + 1 = 2q+l, as well as the last row of M.
K known. The matrix 2 is now pXp with 2q + 2 is redefined as p when it is even.
Under Theorem 2(a) the first column of M is (has been) deleted, and in the definition of p. we set y -1 and y --6 (k = 1, 2, ... , p). Under Theorem 2(b), we set-A J u k k equal to the pXp identity matrix, and K equal to unity in the formula for p.. Thus, in the Corollary, the selected frequencies are Ct>, = 27rj/p. In the formula for a , the 2 2 J ab multiplier becomes la /p and a, b runs over 1,2,... , p.
Remark. When the independent errors are normal, 0 is the Maximum Likelihood estimate of 0 for every n. This is true since the Least Squares estimate (p of cp becomes the Maximum Likelihood estimate, and the Maximum Likelihood estimate of any 1-1 vector-valued function is the function of the Maximum Likelihood estimate.
PROOF OF THE LEMMAS i li
Proof of Lemma 1. In the standard fashion we write our p order equation as a first order vector equation: Let £ be the column vector of the first n noise realizations. We have a data n model which is linear in the components of cp,
The estimate resulting from Step 1 can be written (p = a? + B H £ , or n n n n A (<p -<p) =H T (A =B _1 ). n n n n n n Since w.,..., (JO were chosen as interior points of (0,7r), we therefore have 1 q
IK -I + LE
n n n n for some matrix E whose elements remain uniformly bounded as n -* °°. (To get the n identity matrix in the limit was our reason for using the amplitude I/N/2 for the first and last input.) Thus, (I+-E ){<p -<p)=-H f n n n n n n and the estimate <p will converge to n> in the same probabilistic sense that the vector n It follows from a LLN for dependent random variables that S -0 with probability one as n -°° (and, incidentally-also in mean square).
Since strong convergence is preserved through continuous transformations, we successively conclude from w -0 that ib -• il , y -y, and the conclusion of the n n n lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2. We continue to take p+1 even, and note the modifications of the results needed for p+1 odd when we are done. The asymptotic distribution at *Jn(0 -0) is the same as that of H £ , which we express in symbols as n ^ /-n n vn
Under the assumptions of the theorem the latter, by Liapounov's CLT, tends to be distributed in large samples as a p+1 dimensional normal random variable with zero mean vector and covariance matrix equal to
n Wn n n ' Wn n n According to the asymptotic orthogonality relations used in the proof of Theorem 1, n n n f -/ / cos cü t £ cos w s ^ = ) cos a) t cos co t -2CT 6 n£j/_^ it jsn£j i j ij t=l s=\ t=\ as n -°° for all i, j = 0, 1, .. ., q, q+1, provided i and j are not both 0 nor both q+1.
The 
